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WASHINGTON: US employers eased their hiring
pace in November, with job creation slowing the
most since early 2021, as the central bank’s interest
rate hikes trickle through the economy, payroll firm
ADP said Wednesday. Private employment rose by
127,000 jobs this month, much less than analysts
expected and below the 239,000-job increase in
October, with firms no longer in “hyper-replace-
ment mode,” the survey showed.

As the Federal Reserve battles to tamp down
surging inflation and cool the world’s biggest
economy, one concern was an uptick in wages
over the past year as companies competed to find
and retain workers in a tight labor market. But in
November, job creation slowed by the most since
January 2021, ADP said. This was led by construc-
tion and other sectors sensitive to interest rate
hikes, while consumer-facing segments such as
health care and hospitality proved to be “bright
spots.” “Turning points can be hard to capture in
the labor market, but our data suggest that Federal
Reserve tightening is having an impact on job cre-
ation and pay gains,” said ADP chief economist
Nela Richardson in a statement.

Richardson added that the post-pandemic
recovery is also “stabilizing” with fewer people
quitting their jobs. Employees saw annual pay gains
moderate further to 7.6 percent in November,
according to ADP’s recently revamped report which
includes wage data. For those who changed jobs,
the median change in annual pay was up 15.1 per-
cent, but the report noted that job changers had the
smallest increase in pay since January as well.

“Overall, the trend in job growth remains positive
and the labor market remains tight. But there are

some initial signs of softening,” said economist
Rubeela Farooqi of High Frequency Economics in a
note. While she expects job growth to remain posi-
tive for now, the pace is “expected to slow further in
response to Fed hikes, which will... slow demand and
economic activity over time.” The ADP data also
comes before key employment figure is released by
the Labor Department on Friday.

The US economy grew more than initially
reported in the third quarter this year, with govern-
ment data released Wednesday reflecting upward
revisions to retail spending and some forms of
investment.

GDP growth in the July to September period
came in at 2.9 percent, annualized, better than the
2.6 percent figure reported in October by the
Commerce Department. It was the first expansion
this year, after two quarters of negative growth that
deepened fears of a recession in the world’s biggest
economy. The pick-up came days before midterm
elections in the United States, in welcome news for
President Joe Biden, but analysts have cautioned of
a less rosy path ahead, saying that the leap seen in
exports was unsustainable. The latest estimate “pri-
marily reflected upward revisions to consumer
spending and nonresidential fixed investment,” the
Commerce Department said Wednesday. But this
was partially offset by private inventory investment
that was lower than expected, while imports
decreased more than earlier estimated, the state-
ment added. But economist Oren Klachkin cau-
tioned that the headline figure “masks cracks
beneath the surface.” A downward revision to
imports meant net trade offered an “even heftier”
boost to growth, he added in a note.

He added that the report also offered an early
look at how companies fared in the last quarter,
noting that profits “fared relatively well” despite a
challenging environment. “Despite higher borrow-
ing costs and prices, household spending - the
driver of the economy - appears to be holding,”

added economist Rubeela Farooqi of High
Frequency Economics in an analysis. While econo-
mists expect this to be a positive trend in the
near-term, they expect growth to follow a slower
path as moves to cool the economy and bring
down inflation bite. —AFP
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than expected in November

Economy grew 2.9% in third quarter amid rise in consumer spending

Macron tours US
ahead of Biden 
talks on trade
WASHINGTON: France’s President Emmanuel
Macron underlines US-French cooperation with a
tour of NASA headquarters Wednesday, but his
state visit will veer into tougher territory when he
meets his counterpart Joe Biden for the main part of
a rare state visit.

The French leader, who arrived late Tuesday with
his wife Brigitte, will join Vice President Kamala
Harris at the US space agency facility in Washington.
He’ll stay in the high-tech sphere later when he
attends a meeting on civilian nuclear energy. The
busy schedule, which also includes a working lunch
to discuss biodiversity and clean energy, and a visit
to the historic Arlington National Cemetery, illus-
trates the ambitions set for the trip-the first formal
state visit by a foreign leader to Washington since
Biden took office nearly two years ago.

The core of the visit will be Thursday, including a
White House military honor guard, Oval Office talks
with Biden, a joint press conference and a banquet
where Grammy-award-winning American musician
Jon Batiste will perform. Compared to Macron’s
edgy experience as the guest of Donald Trump in
2018, this trip will be a carefully choreographed dis-
play of transatlantic friendship.

EU-US trade tensions 
But tensions are rising over trade as Europeans

nervously watch the rollout of Biden’s signature
green industry policy-the Inflation Reduction Act.
The IRA is set to pump billions of dollars into cli-
mate-friendly technologies, with strong backing for

American-made products. A similar effort is being
put into microchip manufacturing. Europeans fear
an unfair US advantage in the sectors just as they
are reeling from the economic consequences of the
war in Ukraine and Western attempts to end
reliance on Russian energy supplies.

Talk in Europe is now increasingly on whether
the bloc should respond with its own subsidies and
championing of homegrown products, effectively
starting a trade war. Another gripe in Europe is the
high cost of US liquid natural gas exports-which
have surged to try and replace canceled Russian
deliveries. White House National Security Council
spokesman John Kirby struck a cautious note,
telling French reporters that “right now we’re in the
mode of listening and making sure we understand

concerns by our European partners.” Kirby went
out of his way to praise Macron, referring to his
“experience and wisdom.”

The breadth of Macron’s entourage-including the
foreign, defense and finance ministers, as well as busi-
ness leaders and astronauts-illustrates the importance
Paris has put on the visit. At the White House, howev-
er, a senior official said the main goal is to nurture the
“personal relationship, the alliance relationship” with
France-and between Biden and Macron. That more
modest-sounding goal will include improving coordi-
nation on helping Ukraine to repel Russia and the
even more vexing question of how to manage the rise
of superpower China. “We are not allies on the same
page,” one adviser to Macron told AFP, forecasting
“challenging” talks with Biden. —AFP

WASHINGTON: US Vice President Kamala Harris (right) and French President Emmanuel Macron attend a meeting
on French-US cooperation in Space, at NASA headquarters in Washington, DC, on November 30, 2022. —AFP

Jack Ma living in 
Japan after China 
tech crackdown
TOKYO: Alibaba founder Jack Ma has been
living in Tokyo for almost six months after dis-
appearing from public view following China’s
crackdown on the tech sector, the Financial
Times reported Wednesday, citing multiple
unnamed sources. The billionaire has kept a
low profile since the crackdown, which has
included Chinese regulators scrapping the IPO
of Ma’s Ant Group and
issuing Alibaba with
record fines. But the
FT said he has spent
much of the past six
months with his family
in Tokyo and other
parts of Japan, along
with visits to the
United States and the
Zionist entity.

The British newspa-
per said Ma has fre-
quented several pri-
vate members’ clubs in
Tokyo, and become an
“enthusiastic collector” of Japanese modern
art, as well as exploring expanding his business
interests into sustainability. Ma has been spot-
ted elsewhere since he effectively disappeared
from public view in China, including on the
Spanish island of Mallorca last year.  —AFP

Jack Ma

Eurozone inflation 
falls for first time 
in 17 months
FRANKFURT: The eurozone annual inflation rate
fell for the first time in 17 months in November as it
slowed to 10 percent, official data showed
Wednesday. Boosted by soaring energy and food
bills triggered by Russia’s war in Ukraine, the rate of
price increases had hit a new historic record every
month since November 21.

Analysts had expected the inflation rate in the
single currency area to fall but the drop was steeper
than predicted by Bloomberg and FactSet, who
foresaw 10.4 percent.

Inflation had hit 10.6 percent in October. But the
November figure may not convince the European
Central Bank that it can stop raising interest rates,
as its president Christine Lagarde has expressed
skepticism that inflation has peaked. As late as
Monday, Lagarde warned: “I think that there is too
much uncertainty ... to assume that inflation has
actually reached its peak. It would surprise me.”

Analysts said the reverse in the trend could see

the bank go for a smaller 50-basis-point increase in
rates next month rather than the expected 75-point
bump. “We were due some good news,” said Bert
Colijn, senior eurozone economist at the ING bank.
“The eurozone inflation rate ticked down after a few
nasty upside surprises.”

Food price inflation up 
Nevertheless, he cautioned that core inflation

remained stable.
“Whether this is the peak in inflation remains to

be seen,” he said. “Another episode in the energy
crisis could easily push inflation back up again and
core inflation usually proves to be sticky after a
supply shock.” Andrew Kenningham, chief Europe
economist at Capital Economics, also sounded a
note of caution. “Eurozone headline inflation may
now be past its peak but with core inflation
unchanged in November and likely to stay well
above 2 percent throughout next year, we expect
the ECB to press on with another 50 basis point or
even 75 basis point deposit rate hike in
December,” he said.

An easing in the speed with which energy prices
are rising was the main reason for the November
fall in overall inflation, compensating for still accel-
erating food and drink costs. Among the 19 coun-
tries that use the euro, Spain now has the lowest

inflation rate, dropping to 6.6 percent compared to
previous top performer France, now on 7.1.
Germany and Italy are still running high inflation
rates, but both dropped slightly, the former down
0.3 percentage points to 11.3 percent and the latter
down 0.1 points to 12.5 percent. —AFP

ECB President Christine Lagarde warned: “I think
that there is too much uncertainty ... to assume
that inflation has actually reached its peak. It
would surprise me.”

H&M to cut 1,500
jobs worldwide
STOCKHOLM: Swedish fashion retailer H&M said
Wednesday it would cut some 1,500 jobs world-
wide as a result of a cost-cutting program launched
following its decision to leave the Russian market.

“The program relates to administrative and over-
head costs, and also entails reducing the workforce
by around 1,500 positions,” the company said in a
statement. The restructuring program was
announced in September, as the clothing giant
announced a sizeable drop in third quarter profits,
which was largely impacted by the company’s deci-
sion to “wind down the business in Russia” follow-
ing the invasion of Ukraine.

“The cost and efficiency program that we have
initiated involves reviewing our organization and we
are very mindful of the fact that colleagues will be
affected by this,” CEO Helena Helmersson said in
the statement Wednesday. According to H&M, the
program is expected to cost some 800 million
Swedish kronor ($76 million) but would provide
annual savings of around two billion kronor. In
September, H&M said it had closed just over 30 of
its 172 shops in Russia. —AFP


